Family and Work in Rural Societies -Perspectives on non-wage labour.
Edited by Norman Long. New York: Tavistock Publications in association with Methuen, Inc., 1984. This compilation of papers aims to analyze ''forms of co-operation and the division of labour among rural producers in contrasting social contexts in both industrialized Europe and the less developed countries.'' The editor, Norman Long, reviews the debate over whether the survival of non-wage labor constitutes a transitional phase; a structure with its own logic, reflecting a rural people's resistance to the penetration of capitalism; or a condition preserved by capitalism to facilitate the extraction of surplus value.
He maintains that reality represents no simple either-or concept. He notes that some authors have likened the non-wage aspects of women's work with that persisting among men and women in rural third world communities.
Long tells us the book aims to contribute to a more careful specification of the nature and function of non-wage labor.
Ea c h chapter exlores the labor processes within and between rural households in a particular social structure and women, an emphasis on productivity together with the requirement that women receive maternity leave may push women into less attractive 'non-productive' service jobs --which turn out to be traditional 'women's work': cooking, clean-up, children, etc.
The theoretical conclusions these studies offer in relation to the concerns Long identifies as central, however, remain unclear.
Long's introductory essay suggests all the authors sought to examine the interaction of national and even international dimensions with those operative in local comunities.
In fact, however, several of the studies failed to give adequate consideration to the impact of objective external influences. In sum, this slim volume provides a grab-bag of rich case studies depicting aspects of the way social and cultural factors interact to shape wage and non wage work opportunities of women and peasant families in widely differing socio-economic contexts.
However, the fact that each author explored a variety of unrelated hypotheses --sometimes in conflict with that proposed
• by the editor --rather than agreeing in advance to test a common set related to a basic thesis, limits the book's overall contribution to the theoretical questions identified as central.
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